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I must beg you to treat this communication as absolutely secret until 1896-1899
the public announcement which must be immediate.	Age 42-47
Yours sincerely,
W. V. habcourt.
Secret.
I need not remind you that the key to the whole situation lies in the
letter of August 13th, '95, proscribing me personally and saying that
"Ids political connection with Harcourt had terminated and could
never be renewed in any shape or form." He made it the condition of
his remaining leader that I should be chass6 and expected that my
colleagues would concur with him, which they did, He then ceased to
have any communication with us, though still remaining leader in name.
When he publicly resigned in October 1896 he had not acted with us
for 14 months.
The reasons he gave for his resignation were these :
 (1)	That the Party outside had treated him badly.
 (2)	That his colleagues had not followed his lead so as to put forward
the House of Lords in the front rank.
As far as I am concerned this is absolutely untrue. In my first and
principal speech to my constituents at Derby at the Dissolution, having
referred to the various items of the programme I concluded by emphatic-
ally declaring that first and before all things the H. of Lords must be
dealt with.
(3)	Mr. Gladstone's conduct about Armenia.
I suppose all this must now be made public as I do not choose to have
it said that it is my fault.
Sir William Harcourt to Asquith.
malwood,
lyndhuest.
Dec. 14, '98.
Secret.
my DE4JR asquith,
I have to thank you very sincerely for the kind tone of your
letter towards myself personally. From the first moment I had the
advantage of your friendship I have greatly appreciated your abilities
and valued the warmth of your heart.
I am sorry you do not altogether approve the course I have found it
necessary to adopt. I have letters to-day from Kimberley, Bryce and
C.-Bannerman who say they are not surprised at the decision I have
taken.
I do not suppose you have the means which I possess of knowing the
way the " oracle " has been worked and the network of intrigue which
has been long and carefully organised to undermine my authority and to
make my future position unbearable and impossible. It was evidently
thought that the propitious moment had arrived to strike the blow and
that success was certain. It was necessary to unmask the batteries and
make them fight in the open. That I think is accomplished and we shall
all now know where we are,

